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Rainbow 1 Project Completed Successfully!
Thanks to all the members and volunteers that showed up for this project on Nov 19-22, 2015.
We had 4 days of hard work with 28 participants place Thursday morning to caravan the tools and
hardware to the project site. We arrived at camp near the old and over 500 man hours of effort. A small
contingent of experienced volunteers showed up at Glenn Sudmeier’s siding of Lavic about 3 pm and had an
early start at camping. We found a few pieces of red jasper in the area but no one was really into collecting.
Friday morning NREA personnel showed up and gave us a safety briefing then escorted our caravan into the
project site. The tank trailer is rather slower off-road than most trucks due to the size and weight so we wanted
to get it into the project site Friday rather then holding up the group on Saturday. This turned out to be a good
idea as there were a couple of spots in the trail that were too narrow for the trailer. We ended up using the
brand new super heavy duty rock/digging bars that we bought from Osborne Pipe and Supply. Jim Markle and
Joe Preiss showed us how by chipping away about 2 feet of a rather large boulder in just a few minutes.
Steve connected the trailer to his Jeep for the tightest spots and navigated through with only a few
scratches on the trailer. Big Red wasn’t quite as lucky and suffered one cut sidewall. (Barstow Tire, here we
come!) With the width and load on those skinny tires it seems we have trouble making it through a whole
project without at least one blown tire. We had just enough time to drop Big Red and tank trailer at the project
site and return to camp just at sunset. Rodger Lopez fixed us a quick dinner of hot dogs and chili served with
tortillas. Several additional volunteers had showed up by the time we returned and we enjoyed some
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conversations around the campfire.
By Saturday morning we had a crew of 28, not as many as we had hoped for, but enough. Rodger Lopez
had his signature scrambled eggs in Ziplock for us. Brent Husung and other base personnel gave range safety
briefing, unexploded ordinance briefing, ecology briefing and then we were off. It takes roughly 1.5 hours from
camp to arrive at the project site. Ralph Eiben set up his historic yet functional military surplus ambulance
complete with cots and shade cover in case anybody had problems. Prior planning prevents poor performance –
luckily we didn’t have to use it, but it was great to have just in case.
Digging was tough – lots of shale type bedrock but at least much of it was already fractured. The electric
jackhammer was a lifesaver and I had the opportunity to let Zach, Alan and Adam show me how to use it.
Turns out they are both way better at it than me. Experience has a lot to do with it – come on out next time and
you can try too! By the end of the day we had the tanks in the ground and the rainmat spread and partially
covered. We were a bit behind the normal schedule for the tanks but ahead for the rainmat. This time we spent
a bit less time raking the rainmat surface as we expect that the Hypalon can survive larger gravel under it than
we have allowed on previous projects.
By the time we arrived at camp it was already dark. Rodger had hors d’oeuvres ready then served us
Philly Cheezesteak sandwiches - he even sliced the beef by hand. We had cake and cookies for dessert
courtesy of Linda Roy and Steve Marschke. There was more than enough for everybody. Campfire was rather
short lived as most people were tired and ready for bed early.
Although several people had other obligations and had to head home, we had 18 volunteers return for
more punishment on Sunday. Brent and two conservation law officers from the base also helped a great deal on
both days (no shovel leaning supervision for them.) We managed to put in a full day’s work and plumbed the
system, finished covering the rainmat edges and field, installed the tread ramps and shade boulders and buried
the tanks, installed a satellite monitoring system and trail cameras. The complete system was finished when we
left.
Thanks to all the volunteers that dedicated their personal time – we appreciate every thing all of you have
done. Keep it up for the sheep. ~~ Steve Marschke, President
Participants: Tom Barton, Alan Biggs, Edward Bolanos, Mike Borel, Earl Breault, Tony Cimarusti, Kathy
Daugherty, Steve Hart, Lee Johnson, George Kerr, Mark LeCompte, Roger Lopez, John Maney, Jim Markle,
Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, Mike Morgan, Adam Murschel, John Nelson, Erik Owens, Joe
Priess, Don Priest, Frank Rorabaugh, Linda Roy, John Roy, Glen Shaw, Tyler Stanley, Glenn Sudmeier, George
Sutton, Gary Thomas, Zach Thomas, John Voght, Richard Frausto, Nick Laprade, Clint Bickle, Tom Passot.
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Bullion Guzzler Repaired – Climbing Gear Required
By Norm Lopez

Wow ! What a day repairing a 2" galvanized collection pipe on the USMC Base 29 Palms. Not your normal
repair as there was a cliff where the break occurred. Steve and I roughed it at a hotel in 29 Palms the night prior to
meeting Brent Husung of the Natural Resources, Environment and Archeology Dept. on Monday morning. After
arriving at the helipad and briefed on safety we were off. It was fun flying again on a eggbeater aircraft! I flew
many hours on firefighting missions in the 1970's.
After a short flight over many miles of desert we were deposited a quarter mile from the tanks! Once at
the tanks we accessed the pipe break and found a place for my rope in the cracks of the cliff. Steve looked
surprised at my selection for support but a crack is a crack. Hanging from the rope we were able to R&R the pipe.
Brent did cutting of pipe below me and Steve readied the materials to fix the break. Steve helped me reposition
on the cliff by pulling slack through the crack. Sounds funny but it worked! Pipe repaired but we had to reach a
cable that would support our expert repair job! I tore a piece of a Catclaw branch and tied it to the rope. We tried
to snag the cable by throwing the rope and branch. I gave up but Steve our SCBS president snagged it and we
finished the repair job. Steve and Brent did pellet count and routine maintenance while I packed up my gear.
Hiked out with a heavier duffle bag that Steve insisted was the same weight I carried in. So, about 3/4 of way out I
said it's someone else's turn to carry the bag as it was kicking my butt. Steve offered to carry the bag and
immediately said it was heavy! Duh! He laughed and said he forgot he added some wrenches and other tools left
from a prior repair!!
No sweat as our chopper ride picked us up and flew us to another tank for a routine maintenance check.
We landed back at the Helipad after putting in only about five hours to the whole repair project!
Nice day helping out for the conservation of Bighorn Sheep.
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San Gabriel Mountains Annual Sheep Survey
Sign Up Now

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Forest Service, and Society for the Conservation of
Bighorn Sheep are pleased to announce the 2016 San Gabriel Mountains bighorn sheep survey. We will
conduct a volunteer ground survey March 6th, with a mandatory orientation at 6:00 PM March 5th, at the
Angeles National Forest Supervisors Office in Arcadia. Your efforts have enabled us to track the growth
of this unique population of majestic bighorn sheep for over 30 years.
www.sangabrielbighorn.org
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A Status Update on the Guzzlers within the 29 Palms Marine Base
By Debbie Miller Marschke and Brent Husung (transcribed by Debbie)
Introduction: SCBS has partnered with biologists from the 29 Palms Marine Base to build several brand-new
guzzler systems within the desert combat training zones. The fact that there is constant live-fire training
happening in this area has not deterred the bighorn sheep from populating the Marine Base. Historically, there
were two SCBS big game guzzlers on the base, Cleghorn and Bullion. Cleghorn is located in the southeast area
of the Marine base, nearing SheepHole Pass. Bullion is located on the north side of the Bullion Mountains
many miles southeast of Ludlow. Steve Marschke is the Area Captain of both existing systems and participated
in bi-annual inspections for many years. On December 14-15, 2012, SCBS installed a third system at
Sunshine Peak ( Bullion Mountain Range, near Lavic Lake). On March 22 – 24, 2013, the Argos guzzler
system was installed in the same zone. As we began our next phase of installations, NREA biologist Brent
Husung gave the work crew a briefing about the status of the Marine Base Guzzlers and the work we have
accomplished so far. The following is a transcription of the briefing he gave in camp on November 21, 2015:
Brent Husung explains : This area [Sunshine] is located in a hung ordinance zone, so I only get the
opportunity to access this area of the base once or twice a year. When I get out there, I check the
cameras. I did check the cameras twice in a year; not a lot of sheep activity, which is ok, not a big
deal. They will eventually find it. I didn’t get out there in the winter of 2014. We got out there about a
month or so ago. We pulled the camera from Sunshine. I was a little discouraged, I only had one ram
there from March until October. So I’m like, okay. But, on the flip side, it’s pretty dry at Sunshine.
Not a lot of vegetation. Not much going on at all in there. A lot of predators. So we left it how it is,
the system is operating as it should. It’s full. So then we got into Argos. We did our stuff. Glenn
[Sudmeier] and I got into Argos and most of you remember we had to drive in that wash to get into
Argos, lots of vegetation and it’s tricky. We had a significant rain event that just cleaned that thing
out and it looks like desert pavement now. Glenn and I were having a conversation as we were
driving in there and he said ‘well, I hope our guzzler is still there!’ because we had a lot of water that
came down that wash. So it’s built up on a plateau. We got up there and there’s sheep sign all over
the place. There’s beds. Everything is there; vegetation, forage, shade, escape terrain. Everything that
sheep needs and wants is there. So we downloaded the photos, I’ve been very particular about going
through these photos. I estimate that there are about 15 sheep that hung out at Argos between March
and October. Out of those 15 I have at least 3 mature rams, I have 2 immature rams, and I have 10
females. As a biologist the females are what’s important because they are going to stay there and the
rams are going to come and go. But the interesting thing too that we found (and I get harassed about
this from the range safety guys) is that we have some “sheep pornography” on there. There was some
distinct mating behavior that was happening right between the tanks, on the side of the tanks, there’s
a couple rams that are butting heads. You can tell that there’s this one ram that is mounting this ewe
and another ram that is standing right there so you know he got his butt beat. He’s saying “ I’m not
even going to mess with you, you can do whatever you want.” So that was a good sign, we had 15
sheep in there. They were there for almost a full year. So that’s good – the forage was there and the
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water was there. So up to that point, California Fish and Wildlife has radio collared 4 females. Those
females are located northwest of us. We had two distinct females come across that were collared.
They came across over by the Iron Ridge Mountains, into Sunshine and then into Argos. The
interesting thing is that they did not stop there. They are probably very dominant females so they are
traversing with multiple sheep (young rams and other females). But they ended up clear down to
Noble Pass and Delta into the center of the base combat zone. They stayed there a couple of weeks.
And then one of the groups came back, up through Rainbow Canyon, and ended up back here.
Sunshine is up here [pointing] , that tower you can see, that’s OP Argos. Just down from that is the
other guzzler. The other female hung around here which we call Rainbow Canyon training area
which is the mountain range. She hung around for a while, we don’t know if she is still there. So
talking to Steve and Glenn again, we said that we know we are going to put in some more systems.
We really concentrated on the Rainbow Canyon area. Gary [Thomas], Steve [Marschke], Glenn
[Sudmeier], and Carlos [Gallinger] hiked their butts off. I assisted them as much as I could looking
for new sites. We found where those sheep crossed and that’s where we are putting in the system
today – where the sheep crossed and moved into the Noble Pass area. The second system we are
going to put in December, Steve is good with a GPS and he figured out (pretty close) to where they
crossed. And there is sheep sign there, there’s bedding, everything. So the few locations that we have
and we are going to put in – we know sheep have come across there. Now, an interesting fact is that
from the two cameras I pulled from Sunshine and Argos – there’s no collared sheep. There’s no
collared females in those groups. It may be groups in addition to the collared sheep, it can be that she
just did not get her photo taken. That’s interesting and as the Fish and Game monitor those animals
that are collared, it will tell us what their movement activity is. We are pretty excited about that. The
whole idea about water is to try and get the genetic link between the south systems that we have
(which are close to the Sheepholes) and of course the Newberry system because we have this massive
range that runs through the combat center and there’s not a lot of water. The sheep, as we know, are
not going to move unless there is water. They’ll just stay where they are. If we put in these systems
and we keep progressing inward into the combat center, eventually we are going to have this nice
genetic link between sheep and it’s going to sustain that population. It’s going to make it more viable
in the long term. So that’s some good history, we have some good projects going on that we are going
to start this winter that are going to run into February and into the beginning of lambing season. I’m
doing some aerial surveys, we’re going to start that soon. We’ll focus on the south part, we know
there are sheep there. The Cleghorn guzzler has always been a hot spot because it’s close to the
Sheephole wilderness area. Never had a whole lot of females there, though. As Steve and I did the
inspections a couple of weeks ago, lots of rams. I think there are 6 rams that hang out there all the
time. Bullion was broken. It had a flash flood, and broke the pipe. It’s the old dam system. It had not
been able to collect water for almost a year. With some rappelling work and some engineering, Steve,
Norm [Lopez] and I were able to repair that system. We were able to repair that system, get it back
working. There was 200 gallons left in the tanks, and water in the trough. What Steve and I noticed
that was interesting was that it’s not a very nice place for a two legged biped to be. It’s pretty steep,
it’s rough terrain. So as the sheep are moving in and out, we are thinking “wow this is amazing”.
There’s bedding areas all over the place. There’s droppings all over the place. There was water in the
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trough and the vegetation was great. Cleghorn is dry [no vegetation]. So I downloaded those photos
and have about 10 sheep that are hanging out there. So I have 3 mature rams, one of which only has
one horn. I had multiple picture of him moving back between Cleghorn and Bullion. But the
interesting thing is that I have 3 females with spring lambs. So that means that those females, now
that we have that system working and El Nino hopefully will fill that system up. Those females and
those lambs will stay there, they won’t go anywhere. The forage was great. It’s going to be exciting to
see what we do. With the aerial surveys going on, it will be interesting to see what is seen and
analyze that data that comes out.
Concluding note : As you can see, the placement of these guzzlers is a monumental achievement towards
connecting isolated herds into a larger, more genetically diverse populations of animals. It seems ironic that,
within a live-fire combat training range, the sheep have found a safe haven to live and breed.. Because of the
circumstances, the sheep that live upon the Marine Base will never become the targets of a tag-holding hunter.
However, as Brent pointed out, the rams that are not able to out-compete the dominate males will seek mating
opportunities elsewhere and thus, move into active hunting units. You can be a part of this exciting legacy by
volunteering for our next project.

Richard’s Ramblings
By Richard Weaver
When the latest newsletter arrived, it didn’t’ take long before I knew I’d have to respond to Carlos Gallinger’s
theme of making mountains out of mole hills. Two factors have mainly influenced this, sometimes good and
sometimes bad when it relates to bighorn sheep. For now, we will leave the mining industry for another time.
The over-crossings made for bighorn sheep near Boulder Dam have proven costly but also successful. The
secret to this success was getting the ideas out early during the planning stage. At that time [of the I-40
construction], we (the state of California) didn’t even know that there were bighorn in the Marble Mountains.
When I arrived in the area, I found bighorn signs but had not found any animals or water. I did find a fresh
bulldozer trail and many survey stakes. They were re-routing highway 66 with a shorter, full, four-lane
freeway.
I was afraid that the new freeway route would cut sheep off from water sources located in the Granite
Mountains, so I called my boss in Sacramento and told him my concerns. I also sent him a photo, taken of a
dead ram that was hung up in a standard, five-wire highway fence in Arizona. My boss carried my concerns
and that photo to the Division of Highways. California was ready to put the job out for bid, but they were also
willing to delay the program and consider changes that included woven-wire fence. I believe they didn’t want
to see pictures, like the one I had sent, on the new fence or in the newspapers. Additional changes included the
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construction of two water-catchments that used the freeway pavement as an apron and drinkers that were
located outside of the freeway fence. They also put in nine-foot diameter culverts under the road in two places,
which were the largest steel culverts available at the time.
It occurs to me that everything man builds will need repair or replacement at some point. When sheep society
members later found the drinkers out of service, there was no agreement as to who would be responsible for
repairing and maintaining the system. After much discussion, some shouting and a little cursing, the systems
are back in service. The lesson is this: GET AN AGREEMENT ON RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTAINING
THE SYSTEM UP FRONT AND GET IT IN WRITING! I would like to see someone volunteer to check on
these culverts, maybe by putting in a trail camera or possibly by baiting. We don’t know for sure what type of
bait will work, but we will never know if we don’t try.
Another example of new highway construction in bighorn habitat is Interstate 8 in San Diego and Imperial
Counties. It was under construction when I began bighorn studies in October of 1968. I feared that the new
route would cut right through the bighorn habitat and that they would be forced from the area. I was wrong.
During construction, the bighorn went to high ground. The heavy machinery and blasting did not drive them
from the area. Today, bighorn still use this same area. The secret is the high bridges, with plenty of available
daylight underneath and the separation of the up and down traffic. These two features allow the bighorn to use
the areas between the road surfaces as well as the areas under the bridges. We could not have predicted this.
P.S. to Mr. Gallinger. A mound of dirt on the up-wind side of a pool of water, to reduce evaporation losses, is
exactly what has been done in pronghorn antelope habitat in the Great Basin for 60 years or longer. –RW
Editor’s note – our colleague Dick Weaver suffered a nasty fall recently and his recovery has been slow.
Currently he has been suffering from double-vision, which makes it impossible to write future Richard’s
Ramblings (hopefully, only temporarily) . Get Well, Dick !

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of each month (except February) in
the conference room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are
invited to attend any and all board meetings, to bring a friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate.

Director
Robert Burke
Christian Guntert
Mark LeCompte
Steve Marschke
Stevan Hart
Neil Ringlee
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith

SCBS 2015 Board of Directors
Phone Number
Director
760-617-9261
Jeff Crouse
760-955-2525
Jennifer Hinojosa
661-267-6523
Norm Lopez
310-543-1862
Darryl Williams
714-323-4843
George Sutton
760-245-6034
Glenn Sudmeier
909-981-5847
Terry Anderson
760-617-3291
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Phone Number
760-680-9819
760-246-3115
909-887-2279
323-333-2160
714-356-7592
760-389-2498
760-408-7118

Rainbow 5 Installed, Ready for El Nino Rains
By Steve Marschke
We pretty much repeated our success from the November Rainbow 1 project. Glenn Sudmeier and Jim
Markle had loaded all of the materials and tools on Big Red and the 2 trailers. Steve Marschke and John Roy
picked up Big Red and relocated all equipment and tools to La Habra Heights on Dec 12 to minimize the
driving time for the project weekend. Steve parked his Jeep at John Roy’s so it could be trailered to project;
seems we have too many vehicles and not enough drivers as Steve also had to drive Big Red to project,
necessitating the trailer arrangement. A small crew of 6 convened at John Roy’s Dec 18th and we caravanned
out to 29 Palms where we met Glenn Sudmeier and Bill Norman. SNAFU (is that a military term?) at the
security gate. It seems that Homeland Security either lost or did not receive the volunteer access list from our
NREA sponsor. Since Brent was in the field, we had to call his co workers in the office. Since they couldn't
access his computer they had to recreate the access list from scratch after we sent them photo of the hardcopy
that John Roy brought. Good thing John arranged all of the RSVP’s and had brought a copy. Also, thanks to Lt
Col Tim Pochop from NREA for developing and initiating plan B with zero notice. Once we finally got
through the gate, we headed out to Forward Operating Base FOB Fox with the directions from Brent Husung.
We missed a couple turns and didn’t see any signs for FOB Fox, only a United Arab Emirates training
compound. (We weren’t sure if that was real or just leftover training role play – turns out it is real, UAE rents
space and pays USA for training some of their military personnel since they have very limited space in UAE.
Supposedly we make a lot of money doing this.) After a few more calls we found out that that FOB Fox and
UAE camp were one and the same. We set up camp just outside the secure area but within the berm walls.
Friday morning started off pretty cold (28 F) with Reveille and Muslim prayer calls over the PA system
(very odd juxtaposition) but we were warmed up quickly with the sunrise. John Maney arrived from a super
early commute, then everyone received a safety briefing from NREA and then we caravanned to the project site
to move tanks and Big Red ahead of the main work crew. We were able to reach site without much difficulty
because the EOD group had blasted two narrow rocky places. We finished them up a little by throwing loose
rocks into the cracks and drove right through. We expected some trouble with an off-camber section so we
disconnected the tank trailer from Big Red and hitched it behind Steve’s Jeep. Joe Preiss winched me and
trailer up a small steep loose section and then we were rolling again. After that, the off camber downhill proved
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to be rather uneventful. We were told that base personnel had excavated the hole for the tanks and rough
graded the rain mat surface and that is what we found. Excellent job, many thanks to EOD and NREA! We
widened the hole a couple feet and unloaded all tools and equipment from Big Red. John Maney installed the
mast for the satellite monitoring system, then we headed back to camp. Several additional volunteers had
arrived at camp while we were in the field. Base access was pretty busy that day, several more of our
volunteers were stalled at the gate for more than an hour. After sending out a search and recovery crew at
sunset, we collected George Kerr, Debbie Miller and Mignon Slentz and her son Joaquin and guided them to
camp.
By Saturday morning we had crew of 22 plus Brent and Nora from NREA. Brent escorted John Nelson
and Jim Knybel through base security. Since John Henson, John Roy, John Voght and John Maney were
already present, we had exceeded the unofficial quorum of 4 required to hold a work project. Unfortunately, the
temperature wasn’t any better at only 26 F. Gary and Zach Thomas and John Henson had set up the kitchen so
at least we had coffee and hot breakfast with eggs, sausage and biscuits and rolls. Then a full briefing from
Range Safety and NREA for the new people and we were off. First thing at the site, we unloaded the tanks and
placed them into the hole. We had put 2 sheets of plywood down first and that greatly helped us slide tanks
around into final position. Steve put the supports in one tank, Debbie Miller and Mike Morgan in the other and
backfilling was underway. Others were plumbing the tank inlet and started stretching mat. Professional
plumber Frank DeLarge spearheaded that task. John Maney and various helpers installed equipment for
satellite monitoring system on the mast. We ended Saturday with tanks in the ground and buried, shade
boulders installed, most of plumbing installed, satellite system installed, and the rainmat stretched but only
partially covered.
Sunday we returned with 12 volunteers but added 2 law enforcement conservation officers from the base.
They were fresh (and young) and moved a lot of rock! We added quite a bit more rock to the mat and
completely covered all plumbing from mat to tanks to prevent sun damage and minimize possibility of freeze
damage. One the way out, the steep off camber section proved too much for Big Red and Joe Preiss was ready
and waiting with the winch. We finished by helping NREA and the Law Enforcement Officers install a short
section of concertina wire to deter military training exercises from approaching the new system. The caravan
returned to camp at about 3:30 pm to pack our gear and head home.
Work wasn’t finished for a few: Steve had to return Big Red to Sudmeier’s place, Joe carpooled Steve
back to John Roy’s to pick up the Jeep and then we were finally headed home. We left Glenn with a truck and
trailer to unload and John Roy with the second trailer which will probably have to be relocated to get ready for
the next project.
Many thanks to everyone that showed up for the project, and to those that performed the preliminary
planning tasks that usually go unnoticed; we can’t do these projects without volunteers. We are especially
thankful for the Marine Corps, NREA for allowing the project and arranging permits and excavation work; and
to California DFW Big Game Management Account (BGMA) grant, CJ Berry Foundation and others that have
contributed funds for this project. Another successful desert bighorn sheep conservation project is under our
belt and we expect this system to help anchor a population that will be a vital link between the Newberry-OrdRodman Mountains and the Bullion Range and thereby connect to the Sheepholes and the South Bristols.
Connectivity is the key to a meta-population that is required for long term persistence of desert bighorn sheep.
PARTICIPANTS : Tony Cimarusti, Frank DeLarge, John Henson, Lee Johnson, George Kerr, Jim Knybel, John
Maney, Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, Scott McClinton, Mike Morgan, John Nelson, Bill Norman,
Joe Preiss, Linda Roy, John Roy, Joaquin Slentz, Mignon Slentz, Glenn Sudmeier, Zach Thomas, Gary
Thomas, John Voght, Brent Husung, Nora Hotch, Richard Frausto, Nick Laprade.
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Calling all SCBS Members and Volunteers!
New Project scheduled on the 29 Palms Marine Base, Feb. 18-21

Following up with our successful projects at Rainbow 1 and 5, and continuing our very productive
partnership with 29 Palms Marine Corp Air Ground Combat Center, we will be installing another completely
new system between our earlier systems at Sunshine Peak and Argos Mtn on Feb 18-21, 2016. A small crew
will haul equipment and tools in on Friday. The main project will be Saturday and Sunday. We plan to work a
full day Saturday and again Sunday, please try to help as many days as your schedule accommodates.
We are back near Lavic Lake for the campsite this project so you won’t have to deal with the base security
office. You still have to RSVP and send us your personal info though.
To reach camp, take I-15 east to Hector Rod exit, then follow Old Route 66 / National Trails highway to
the east. At the railroad crossing, take frontage road on south side east 3 miles to old siding of Lavic (nothing
remains but trash), then curve south for another 2. Camp site is in the first sandy wash that you drop into. We
will try to put out the SCBS sandwich board signs when we arrive on Thursday.
You will need to have 4x4 vehicle to drive from camp to the project site, the work site is about 10 miles
from camp. We don’t expect any difficult trail sections, but 4x4 is the base rule for off pavement travel. We
will be parking the vehicles about 0.3 miles from the project site and hiking the rest of the way over mostly flat
gravel / wash terrain with only a little elevation gain. You will have to carry your snacks and lunch. (We will
drive the equipment and tools in on Friday.) If you don’t have a suitable vehicle, don’t let that stop you from
participating, we will do our best to arrange rides from camp to work site. Unfortunately due to base
regulations, no minors are allowed on the base. The same restriction applies to dogs. You may have them in
camp, however.
We will have dinner Friday and Saturday and breakfast Saturday and Sunday, Rodger Lopez volunteered
again. If you would like to help with the food in any way or even take over for one meal, please let us know.
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If you plan to attend or even if you think you might be able to attend, please RSVP no later than noon
Friday Feb 12th, to scbs_projects@yahoo.com, stevemarschke@gmail.com or johnandlindaroy@yahoo.com
or call 562-697-7232 (John) or 310-543-1862 (Steve) and include the following:
•
•
•
•

Full Name
Date of Birth
Social Security Number (last 4 digits ONLY)
Driver’s License Number (and state)

If you plan on driving your vehicle into the work site, we will also need:
• Make
• Model (must be 4x4)
• Year
• Color
• Body style (pickup SUV, etc.) Plate Number (and state)

Official CDFW Stamp Available to Show Your Support for Wildlife Officers
Every day wildlife officers are on the land, in the
air, and on the water working to protect
California’s valuable natural resources.
By purchasing a Warden Stamp, you can show your
support for the important work wildlife officers
do.The 2016 California Warden Stamp is
AVAILABLE NOW, for only $5 online
https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Warden-Stamp#
or at CDFW offices. The Warden Stamp is a decal
that can be proudly displayed on vehicles or other
items. All funds raised from the sales of the stamp
go to purchase new communications and surveillance devices, protective equipment, training in specialized
areas new law enforcement programs, such as the CDFW's K-9 Program. The Warden Stamp Program was
initiated in 2010 to address the need for better equipment and training for the state’s wildlife officers and to
provide funding for special law enforcement programs.
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SCBS Annual Meeting – 2/14/2016
See reports of what we have accomplished!
Bring someone new! Elect a new board!
The annual corporate meeting of the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep will be Sunday, February
14, 2016. The location is at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730. It
will be a luncheon meeting with lunch courtesy of SCBS. Registration will start at 11:00 a.m. with lunch at
12:00 p.m. The business meeting will begin at 1:00 p.m.
The officers of SCBS will present their annual reports. Steve Marschke will give a presentation about this
year’s accomplishments, including photographs of the work projects, and future projects in the works. Don’t
miss this opportunity to see all the success and progress SCBS has achieved in the last year. RSVP to Jennifer
Hinojosa at 760-680-9819 if you plan on attending.
Directions to Bass Pro Shops: 15 freeway North to Foothill Blvd. Proceed West to Day Creek Blvd and turn
north. Turn East on Victoria Gardens Lane ¾ mile to Bass Pro Shops. The meeting will be held in the old
FineGuns room, second floor.

SCBS in Washington D.C.
SCBS Board Member Darryl Williams and
others from the WSF Legislative Affairs
Committee traveled to Washington DC to
discuss ways to minimize risk of contact
between domestic sheep and wild
bighorn sheep. They met with US Forest
service, as well as several senators. Read
more about their trip in the Wild Sheep
Foundation magazine WildSheep winter
2015-2016 issue (Volume 3, issue 4).

Senator Harry Reid and Darryl Williams
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High Desert Conservation Coalition Meeting – 2/10/2016
High Desert Conservation Coalition is having a meeting regarding the proposed new national monuments and
other topics. The keynote speaker is from the National Park Service and the meeting is sponsored by the
National Parks Conservation Association. Their title is a bit deceptive as they have a history of advocating for
more wilderness areas, not exactly "conservation" for multiple use through scientific management practices as
we know it. Nevertheless it would be a good opportunity for us to meet some of the other groups attempting to
influence land use policy in the west. The meeting is open to the public and will be held Feb 10th from 6 to 8
pm at the Victor Valley Museum (11873 Apple Valley Road.) At least one of our members is planning on
attending to keep track of what is going on. If you would like to attend and represent SCBS, please call or
email Steve and I'll put you in contact.

Bighorn Timeline
By Dave Smith
High upon a rocky ridge
Away from the eyes of man,
Checking out the scene below
Is a desert bighorn ram.
Petroglyphs have marked him
As game that roamed about,
Meat that helped a nation
Once stalked then taken out.
Protected now with terms and laws
Controlled in large degrees,
Allowing all on mountains tall
A specie to run free.
Will they thrive? Can they survive
In their present day position?

Or will bleached out bones find a home
In a Nation without vision?
If you had the eyes of a bighorn ram
Or the ears of that mother ewe,
You would find a way to save your lamb
Know exactly what to do.
It’s a fact folks with compassion
Can understand their plight
But will never knuckle under
Or rollover in the fight.
They strive for sheeps survival
Haul them water when they’re dry
Fight long for their protection
Underneath our Nation’s eyes.
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to
make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges. The Society works with
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and fulfilling
to you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today! Check our website
at:

www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman
5801 Calico Cove Court
Bakersfield, CA 93306
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you
support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: _______
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“ I see you building those guzzlers, and I am grateful”
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